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Question #:25

How does the experience age change the workplace as compared to the information age? (Select three.)

collaboration areas

more car parking for employees

smaller open offices

fixed desks offices

cubicle work environment

at-home workspace solutions

Answer: C D F

Question #:22

Why would you recommend HP Installation Services?

to enable easier implementation of endpoint devices with the latest Microsoft and HP software solution
updates already installed

to ensure that the customer receives preconfigured. customized, and end user-ready devices at specific
locations

to be able to facilitate the move to Microsoft Windows 10

to ensure the customer receives great service and support for the duration of the device lif ecycle,
including installation

Answer: D

Question #:3

How does HP Sure Recover help customers in the case of a breach?

It checks the device image via the Manageability Integration Kit plug-in for Microsoft' SCCM before
deploying across a fleet to recover time.

It checks the network firewall and recovers the local firewall after a breach.

It recovers lost programs, office files, photos, videos, and user files.

It restores their machines quickly and securely to the latest image.
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Answer: B

Question #:26

What should you offer to a customer with a major pain point of IT management and device maintenance
across their organizations?

HP Care Pack

HP Services

HP Support Assistant

HP DaaS one-year pack

Answer: A

Question #:21

Your customer shares with you that their previous devices were unable to handle demanding software, such as
Autodesk 30 Max . Which HP series should you offer?

HP Elite series

HP Business series

HP Pro series

HP Z series

Answer: C

Question #:10

Which HP product has HP Sure View Gen3 as an option?

HP ProBook 400 G6 series Notebook PC

HPPro0ne600G4Ai0PC

HPEliteOne800G5AiOPC

HPChromebook14G5

Answer: C

Question #:28


